Many factors have been tentatively implicated in the etiology of prostate cancer, including genetic alterations as well as viral, alimentary and sexual determinants. However, while convincing evidence links some of these factors, such as BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations (which also predispose to the development of breast and ovarian carcinoma), to an increased risk of developing prostate cancer, 5 other causal correlations, such as that with a xenotropic MuLV-related virus, have been officially discarded. 6, 7 Upon diagnosis of prostate cancer, the first therapeutic decision relates to whether treatment is actually needed. As most of these neoplasms afflict the elderly (often exhibiting several co-morbidities) and progress very slowly, the risk of overtreatment is indeed relatively high. It has been suggested that in 50-75% of cases, prostate cancer does not cause any harm before death for other causes intervenes. 8 A reduced fraction of patients, however, present with aggressive lesions at a young age (50-60), calling for the delineation of a therapeutic strategy. The most appropriate therapeutic option for the management of prostate carcinoma obviously depends on several tumorrelated parameters such as stage, Gleason score and prostate-specific antigen (PSA) circulating levels, as well as on the age and general health status of the patient. 3, 4 Of note, a large fraction of patients is eligible for active surveillance, entailing the careful observation of the neoplasm over time until signs of progression (which may never manifest). Conversely, subjects bearing aggressive prostate cancers are generally treated with radical prostatectomy (if eligible) combined with cryotherapy or radiation therapy (in the case of localized lesions), or with chemotherapy and/or hormonal therapy (in the case of metastatic disease). 3, 4 Unfortunately, most hormone-dependent cancers eventually become refractory to androgen deprivation and often metastasize to the bones. 9 Until 2004, no therapeutic options that would prolong the survival of patients affected by castrationresistant prostate cancer (CRPC) were available, a situation that has significantly evolved throughout the last decade.
Nowadays, several chemotherapeutic agents have been shown to prolong the overall survival of CRPC patients, including docetaxel (a taxane that stabilizes microtubules, hence exerting prominent antimitotic effects), 10 which is most often employed as a first-line intervention, or cabazitaxel (a synthetic taxane derivative), 11 which is prefentially used in docetaxel-resistant CRPC patients. 12 Conversely, the great expectations that had been generated by Phase II clinical trials investigating the therapeutic profile of docetaxel, prednisone and bevacizumab (a vascular endothelial growth factor [VEGF]-neutralizing monoclonal antibody) 13, 14 have been recently mitigated by Phase III data. [15] [16] [17] Of note, the most efficient therapeutic option against CRPC available to date is represented by Provenge ® (sipuleucel-T, from Dendreon Corp.), a dendritic cell (DC)-enriched autologous cell preparation activated ex vivo with a recombinant variant of prostate acid phosphatase (PAP) fused to granulocyte macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF). 18, 19 In Phase III clinical trials, Provenge ® has indeed been associated with a favorable safety profile as well as with a median survival benefit of 4.1 mo. 18, 19 This compares favorably with the therapeutic profile of docetaxel, which provokes mild-to-severe side effects in a fraction of patients and provides a median survival advantage of 2-3 mo. 10 [23] [24] [25] and followed the disclosure of Phase III data obtained in the context of the ALSYMPCA trial (NCT00699751). This multicenter, randomized, double-blind study (enrolling 921 patients from more than 100 centers in 19 countries) confirmed indeed the favorable safety profile of Xofigo ® and suggested that this radiotherapeutic agent may provide an overall survival benefit to CRPC patients of 2.8 mo. 26 In addition, the interim analysis revealed that Xofigo ® (compared with best standard of care) significantly delays the first symptomatic skeletal event (SSE). Of note, 223 
Ra
+ ions mimic Ca 2+ ions in their ability to form complexes with hydroxyapatite at areas of increased bone turnover, such as metastatic lesions. 26 Xofigo ® is therefore characterized by a pronounced osteophylic nature, which explains (at least in part) its favorable toxicological profile. 25, 26 In line with previous observations, 25 common (> 10% of cases) adverse reactions in patients receiving Xofigo ® in the context of the ALSYMPCA trial were nausea, diarrhea, vomiting and peripheral edema, whereas the most frequent hematologic abnormalities were anemia, lymphocytopenia, leukopenia, thrombocytopenia and neutropenia. 26 During the last decade, the conceptual foundations of anticancer radiotherapy have been significantly reconsidered. A consistent amount of preclinical and clinical data has indeed suggested that the efficacy of this therapeutic modality not only reflects the cytostatic and cytotoxic effects of ionizing radiation, but also involves a prominent immunological component. 27 A striking phenomenon in support of this notion is the so-called "abscopal effect," consisting in the development of objective responses to radiotherapy by non-irradiated (outof-field) neoplastic lesions. 28 At least in experimental tumor models, the abscopal effect is mediated by the immune system. 28 Radiotherapy has also been shown to trigger immunogenic cell death (ICD), a particular type of apoptosis that elicits adaptive immune responses. 29 It is therefore tempting to speculate, yet remains to be formally demonstrated, that the abscopal effect may reflect the ICD-inducing potential of ionizing rays. Irrespective of these incognita, it will be interesting to see whether combining Xofigo ® with other immunotherapeutic interventions such as Provenge ® and docetaxel (which also appears to trigger ICD, or at least some of its main hallmarks) 30, 31 will provide further survival benefits to CRPC patients. The approval of Xofigo ® may have opened promising avenues for the treatment of prostate cancer.
